Abstract. Axisymmetric steady-state computations of plastic incompressible granular flow in a converging hopper are presented. The granular flow equations are solved as a first-order system of conservation laws plus a set of constitutive relations, using a conservative finite difference method. Newton's method is used to solve the nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs).
1. Introduction. Many challenging scientific problems are posed by the flow of granular materials in a hopper. Regardless of the geometry, the governing partial differential equations (PDEs) (in a continuum formulation) are vulnerable to change of type [5] , often leading to ill-posed initial value problems. In the silo/hopper geometry, the flow is often complicated by the presence of free boundaries separating regions undergoing plastic deformation from stagnant, or at least nondeforming, regions. Not only is it difficult to include such boundaries in a computation, but the governing equations become singular as the deformation rate tends to zero. Moreover, the modeler's task is complicated by the bewildering variety of constitutive laws that have been proposed in the literature.
As an initial investigation in this daunting environment, we make the following simplifying assumptions. (i) We use the conceptually simplest constitutive law due essentially to Coulomb [3] . (ii) We choose the geometry to eliminate the risk of equations that change type. (iii) We solve a problem on a fixed domain, disregarding a free boundary at the hopper exit (and the free-boundary condition). (iv) We solve steady-state equations, neglecting the very important possibility of time-dependent flow. (v) We consider only axisymmetric flow, not fully three-dimensional flow. Even with all these simplifications, the unusual structure of the granular flow equations presents challenging problems, and these are the subjects of this paper. assumes incompressibility and rigid perfectly plastic behavior. (See [5] for a mathematical derivation.) The granular flow equations are (1) V "v=O, 
Equation (8) is the mass conservation law, (9) and (10) are the momentum conservation laws, and (11)-(14) are the constitutive relations. We multiplied (1) and (2) by the Jacobian r sin 0 of the transformation from Caesian to spherical coordinates to put the continuity and momentum equations in conservation form in spherical coordinates.
The condition =Trace{T}/3 is enforced by the sum of (11)-(13) plus the continuity equation (8).
For axisymmetric problems, the strain rate tensor V has the following components in spherical coordinates: (1)- (3) is sixth-order and can have both elliptic and hyperbolic modes in steady state. For a sufficiently steep smooth hopper, the principal part of the steady-state granular flow equations is elliptic [5] . In this investigation we focus on elliptic flow in the hopper. Therefore, we must specify three boundary conditions at the top and bottom computational boundaries and along the hopper wall. Since v 0, we must specify two additional boundary conditions.
At the axis of the hopper, we impose the symmetry conditions: Vo and Tro are odd functions of 0, while Vr, tr, Trr, Too, and T are even functions of 0.
At the top "inflow" computational boundary r Router, we specify vr and Vo from the radial solution. At the bottom "outflow" computational boundary r Rinner, we specify that Vro 0 and vr v(0). Along the hopper wall, Vo--0. Assuming the wall is frictionless, we also specify that Tro 0 along the wall.
The current investigation may be viewed as a prelude to computing the free outflow surface that marks the boundary between converging flow in the hopper and rigid "plug" flow with no deformation below the hopper. With a free outflow surface, we would prescribe Vo in addition to v and Vro. Rigid plug flow below the hopper may be achieved experimentally by connecting a cylindrical tube with a piston to the exit of the hopper and withdrawing the piston with a uniform velocity. The experiments of [2] implemented this type of boundary condition in a different configuration.
We now show that if we specify vertical flow at the outflow boundary, then the problem becomes hyperbolic near the outflow boundary. In this investigation, we restrict our attention to elliptic flows. Using the stability analysis results in [5] , we prove the following proposition. Proof. Section 3 of [5] We use a LINPACK banded solver.
As an initial guess for the solution, we take the radial solution (17 For both boundary conditions (23a) and (23b), we have that OoV 0 at the corner of the outflow boundary with the wall and with the axis of symmetry since Vro-0 at the outflow boundary and Vo =0 along the wall and the axis of symmetry (see (15)).
This condition ensures that there is no singularity in Vr at the corners.
We present computational results for Ow 30 , 6 20 , where k x/ sin 6, Router/Rinner--3, and boundary conditions (23a) and (23b) at the outflow boundary.
All computations were done on an 80At x 20A0 grid, except for the mesh refinement results in Fig. 11 .
In the computations, the overall velocity scale is set (at the inflow boundary) by choosing u(0 0)= 1 in the radial solution (17). The units of stress are chosen so that pgRinner 1. Fig. 15 is still basically linear in r for fixed 0, except near the corner of the outflow boundary with the wall of the hopper. Again, Vo # 0 (see Fig. 16 ). in Vo and Vro. Since Tro is proportional to Vo (see (3) ), large gradients develop in To as well. In this way, a boundary layer in the solutions near r Rinne is created.
5. Conclusion. The present computations are a "ground-breaking" effort, preparing the way for more difficult problems to follow. These computations study steady flow in a regime where the flow, at least qualitatively, resembles Jenike's radial solution, and are somewhat incomplete--the outflow surface in the full problem should be a free boundary on which three boundary conditions are imposed (rather than two, as in this paper). We anticipate that, when a code incorporating the free boundary is developed, flows deviating more substantially from the radial solution will be calculable.
Comparison with experiment is a long-term goal for simulations of the type reported here. Several extensions of this work are needed for such comparisons to be meaningful. Most significantly, (i) equations that change from elliptic to hyperbolic must be handled to model the free boundaries between flowing and stagnant regions (shear bands), and (ii) time-dependent computations are needed to compute oscillatory phenomena.
